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To the Editor of The Tech:

As one who is always interested in things and whatever appears to be improvement, I was both interested and pleased at the fact that at the first meeting of the Senior Class Day Committee a precedent of two years standing was abolished. There seems too great a tendency at the 'Stute to fall into customary ways of doing things and assuming that the way of the least resistance is always productive of the best results. In selecting for the First Marshal a man other than he who received the highest vote for the committee there seems the promise that at least the school has shown signs of life and that perhaps this year's class will be able to give us something worth while for Class Day. Like the exercises of former years, matters of election and promotion have favored of childishness and mere blind following of the leader under the guise of "precedent." There is bound to be more or less criticism of so radical a change, and there will probably be those who, bound by the idea of precedent, will, like the proverbial chicken, mutter about for a time, but upon examination it will probably be found that they deal largely in personalities; and after all, petty criticism is worth little heed to whatever more personalities may be induced to the inevitable discussion resulting from this change.

Yours truly,

O. R. Freeman

Editor of The Tech:

A New Importation Of

SCOTCH SHIRTINGS

Just Arrived

White and New Colored Grounds with Stripe Effects and we Will Make

CUSTOM SHIRTS

To Order from Your Selection of this Material for $3.50

Plain Negligee Shirts with cuffs attached or separate

Button Holes all hand made and fit and quality of workmanship guaranteed

C. F. Hovey Company

Summer, Chauncy and Avon Streets

BOSTON M A S S.

SOME folks waste mo'time tryin' to find some use for knot holes than it'd take to get planks without any knot holes in 'em.

If you think a pipe must be smoked and smoked before it's sweet, you have never tried Kentucky's Burley Red, age-mellowed into cool VELOVET, The Smoothest Smoking Tobacco. He and 2c metal-lined bags.

LAUGHLIN MAYER TOBACCO CO.

A New Importation Of

SCOTCH SHIRTINGS

Just Arrived

White and New Colored Grounds with Stripe Effects and we Will Make

CUSTOM SHIRTS

To Order from Your Selection of this Material for $3.50

Plain Negligee Shirts with cuffs attached or separate

Button Holes all hand made and fit and quality of workmanship guaranteed

C. F. Hovey Company

Summer, Chauncy and Avon Streets

BOSTON M A S S.

Students' Clothes and other personal effects bought by

KEEZER

360 Columbus Avenue Near Dartmouth St.

Hig tnest prices paid for same

Phone, Write or Call

Open Evenings to 9 o'clock

R. R. 3843

Students' Cast-Off Clothing

J. C. LITTLEFIELD

High Class Tailor

12 BEACON STREET

Evening Clothes a Specialty
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TECH UNI ON DINING ROOM